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Bentz Boats has set the standard for quality and 
innovation for over 40 years. Since our 1st alumi-
num jetboat boat built in 1970 we have developed 
superior quality, efficient and agile handling 
boats. Through years of personal and commercial 
use, customer feedback and innovative designs, 
Bentz Boats has acquired a domestic and interna-
tional clientele not only for our superior boat de-
sign but also our commitment to quality. Atten-
tion to detail and a high quality build standard 
makes Bentz Boats extremely tough with a high 
degree of impact resistance and helps ensure that 
each boat operates with a minimum of mainte-
nance.  
 
Bentz Boats has developed our hull designs to 
operate in the conditions specific to each cus-
tomer. From shallow, fast running rivers to open 
saltwater conditions. Each boat is designed with 
passenger comfort, stability and safety in mind.  

Owner: 
Home Port: 

Designer: 
Builder: 

Construction Material: 
Length: 
Bottom: 

Beam: 
Engines: 

Jets: 
Maximum Speed: 

Cruising Speed: 
Fuel: 

Range: 
Certified: 

Calder Mountain Lodge 
Point Baker, Alaska 
Bryan Bentz  
Bentz Boats, LLC 
Aluminum 
35’-0” 
9.5’ 
11.5’ 
2-Cummins QSB5.9, 425hp 
Hamilton 274 
~ 40 knots (fully laden) 
~ 30 knots 
200 Gallon Diesel 
~300 miles at cruise 
22 passenger, Exposed Wa-
ters 

  The “Wylie D” was specifically designed for lodge passen-
ger transport and sight seeing in SE Alaska. Transports from 
Petersburg to the lodge at Point Baker are now easily han-
dled with the 35’ twin diesel powered by Cummins  QSB5.9, 
425hp and Hamilton 274 jets.  The spacious passenger inte-
rior also includes a protected luggage and cargo storage 
area. This multi-purpose boat was designed not only for 
passenger carriage but also the ability to bring lodge sup-
plies, building equipment and supplies and cargo to and 
from the lodge.  
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